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Statement Fires



Electric fires are ideal because we wanted to avoid flueing.
However, we also wanted to be able to have an authentic
looking fire with just the flame effect. As soon as I saw the
new Opti-myst range, I knew it would be perfect as it’s
amazingly realistic.
Meurig Jones, Portmerion Hotel.

These fires are ideal for a busy retail environment as they
meet all our needs as they look like a welcoming real fire but
we don’t have to worry about fumes, mess or overheating
and most importantly, they add life and a warm welcome
for our customers.
Nigel Hill, Chappell of Bond Street.

This is one of the major design projects of the decade, a world 
showcase for British Airways and we set out to incorporate only 
the very best of British style. The Dimplex fires met our criteria 
almost as if they were designed for us as we can keep the flame 
effects lit without heat year round, ensuring we maintain the 
right mood for discerning travellers.
Gary Ranns, British Airways lounge T5 Heathrow.

Amazing flames - no heat, no fumes, no fuss
The award winning collection of Dimplex fires is making a big impression in hotels, restaurants  
and all types of commercial environments. Thanks to the stunning realism of the flame effects,  
which can be lit without selecting heat, the fire can deliver a warm welcome all year round.

And because the fires are electric, there’s no need for flues, complicated installations or the  
maintenance routines for solid fuel or gas fires. Plus energy costs can be kept low as the  
running costs for the flame effects are the same as a light bulb or two.



Deceptively real
Dimplex offers a range of electric fires which caters for 
designers and architects. They can be the vital ingredient for 
creating an individual piece of furniture or an eye-catching 
focal point.

Opti-V wall inserts 
Opti-V utilises the latest high definition TV technology to create flame and sparks 
for a virtual fireplace experience like no other. The unique and patent-protected 
design combines quality footage of flickering flames with three dimensional LED 
logs and a clever illusionary technique. With the addition of an audio element of 
crackling logs, the illusion of real fire is complete.

•  Fully built-in electric wall fire with Opti-V flame effect
•  Flame effect is shown via a 22 inch, full colour, high definition LCD television screen
•  The screen fuel bed and lighting is run by low energy LEDs
•  Remote control with sound effect volume control

Opti-myst cassettes
An Opti-myst fire will captivate you from the moment you see it. The Opti-myst 
effect creates authentic looking ‘flames’ and ‘smoke’ – an illusion so effective 
that it is difficult to distinguish from the real thing. The effect uses established 
ultrasonic technology to create an ultra-fine water mist. As the mist rises up 
through the logs, the light reflects against the water creating a convincing  
illusion of fire.

•  Realistic Opti-myst flame and smoke effect
•  Can be plumbed to water supply or bottle fed
•  Can be connected in series to other 500 or 1000 cassettes
 •  Remote control with adjustable flame effect and sound control
•  LED glowing log bed

 Product dimensions (mm) Viewing aperture (mm)

PGF10 (Single screen) H736 x W445 x D320 H240 x W690

PGF20 (Double screen) H1356 x W445 x D320 H240 x W1310

 Product dimensions (mm)

Cassette 500 Inset Height 240 x W508 x D354

Cassette 1000 Inset Height 240 x W1017 x D354

Note: Both Opti-V and Opti-myst fires do not include a heater. 







Add Opti-myst® to  
your designs
The Dimplex Opti-myst engine range caters for  
fireplace manufacturers, furniture designers and 
architects. Opti-myst cassettes can be the vital  
ingredient for creating an individual piece of  
bespoke furniture or an eye-catching focal point.  
Alternatively an Opti-myst chassis can be used  
within a surround to produce a stunning  
fireplace suite. 

In fact, the possibilities are endless – and are just  
waiting for your designs.



Opti-myst engines
Looking deceptively real, an Opti-myst fire 
will captivate you from the moment you see 
it. The fully 3-dimensional effect creates 
authentic looking ‘flames’ and ‘smoke’ – 
an illusion so effective that it is difficult to 
distinguish from the real thing.

And now you can add Opti-myst to your own 
projects, with a choice of 4 sizes of cassettes 
or 2 sizes of chassis engines which include a 
fan heater.

Chassis 400
• Medium width Opti-myst chassis
•  As used in Dimplex Moorefield
•  Realistic Opti-myst flame and smoke effect
•  Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
•  2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
•  Thermostat
•  Remote control

Cassette 400
•  Medium width Opti-myst cassette
•  As used in Dimplex Westbrook and Oakhurst
•  Realistic Opti-myst flame and smoke effect
•  Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
•  Remote control
•  No heat

Chassis 600
•  Large width Opti-myst chassis
•  As used in Dimplex Alameda
•  Realistic Opti-myst flame and smoke effect
•  Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
•  2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
•  Thermostat
•  Remote control
•  Removable brick effect back panel

Cassette 600
•  Large width Opti-myst cassette
•  Realistic Opti-myst flame and smoke effect
•  Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
•  Remote control
•  No heat

Cassette 500 + 1000
•  Realistic Opti-myst flame and smoke effect
•  Can be plumbed to water supply or bottle fed
•  Can be connected in series to other 500 or 1000 cassettes
• Variable flame effect
•  Adjustable sound
•  LED glowing log bed
•  Remote control

Model: ENG56-400 Model: ENG600-BR

Viewing Aperature: 
H395 x W569mm

Viewing Aperature: 
H395 x W413mm

Model: CAS600NHModel: CAS400NH

Dimensions: 
H700 x W490 x D255mm

Dimensions: 
H700 x W646 x D255mm

Dimensions: 
Inset Height 171 x W405 x D216 mm

Dimensions: 
Inset Height 171 x W564 x D216 mm

Dimensions: 500 (Model: CAS500) 
Inset Height 240 x W508 x D354 mm
Dimensions: 1000 (Model: CAS1000)
Inset Height 240 x W1017 x D354 mm
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To add Dimplex fires to your design, please contact:
Tel:  0800 028 6122
Email: pre-sales@dimplex.co.uk
Web:  www.dimplex.co.uk/statement-fires

Dimplex, Millbrook House, Grange Drive, Hedge End, Southampton, SO30 2DF. Republic of Ireland enquiries: Tel +353 (0)1 8424 277, email sales@dimpco.ie or visit www.dimpco.ie
For Northern Ireland, contact Glen Dimplex N.I. Limited, Unit 24, Seagoe Industrial Estate, Portadown, Craigavon, Co. Armagh, BT63 5TH. Tel: 02838 337317

© Dimplex. All rights reserved. Material contained in this leaflet may not be produced in whole or in part without the prior permission of Dimplex. Dimplex is a Registered Trade Mark in the United Kingdom. 
All Optiflame fires are protected by patent nos GB2230335, AU621713, USA4965707, IE63651 and NZ232435. Opti-myst and Opti-V effects are protected by multiple worldwide patents. All the products 
shown in this brochure are protected by intellectual property rights owned by Dimplex or members of the Glen Dimplex Group on an international basis.The Glen Dimplex Group of Companies will actively 
protect these rights.


